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Abstract — Call and burst-level performance modeling of 
IEEE 802.16 based networks for voice communications is 
considered. An analytical method for carrier grade voice traffic 
over IEEE 802.16 system evaluation for UL transmission is 
proposed. The results demonstrate an application of the method 
used in the study for IEEE 802.16 network design, such as CAC 
deployment and envisage some system characteristics. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

It is expected the packetized voice to be the most popular 
application for IEEE 802.16 systems (known as WMAN or 
WiMAX) and major revenue earner for network service 
providers. Apart from the possibility of providing wireless 
broadband connections to home and small-business users, 
replacing DSL and cable modems, the IEEE 802.16 systems 
can also be used in backhaul networks for cellular base 
stations, bypassing the public switched telephone network as 
well as for backhaul connections to the Internet for WiFi 
hotspots. In this case, VoIP is a carrier grade service with 
stringent QoS requirements. In order to provide the required 
quality of service for any particular traffic type (in our case a 
voice transmission), a suitable scheduling algorithm for a real-
time application should be applied. Hence, there are intensive 
investigations [1–3] of voice traffic performance under 
different standardized and proposed scheduling algorithms. A 
special attention to the problems, concerning a voice 
transmission is paid in the current version of the IEEE 
802.16e standard, in which the quality of service (QoS) is 
supported by allocating each connection between the SS and 
the BS (called a service flow in the 802.16 terminology) to a 
specific QoS class – unsolicited grant service (UGS), real-
time polling service (rtPS), enhanced real-time polling service 
(ertPS), non-real-time polling service (nrtPS), and best-effort 
service (BE). 

For a carrier grade voice service the network operator has 
to offer QoS similar to that of circuit switched networks, such 
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as fixed (PSTN) and mobile (GSM) networks. 

The assessment of voice degradation due to packet delay 
and packet losses is a subject of separate investigations, as it 
has already been presented in [4] and [5], facing the problem 
of WiMAX environment and concluding that the “VoIP call 
quality is more sensitive to packet losses rather than packet 
delay”. 

For the purpose of analysis, we accept the maximum delay 
of 60 ms and packet losses of 0.5%, introduced by an IEEE 
802.16 sysem [4]. 

Most of the published IEEE 80.16 voice traffic performance 
investigations consider overloaded or nearly overloaded 
conditions. This is specifically true if simulation is used [1], 
[6]. It should be noted the QoS norms for a carrier grade voice 
traffic service restrict the system load far before an overloaded 
condition occurs. Thus, the network service providers are 
interested in the system performance evaluation under normal 
load conditions where QoS measures, such as blocking, 
packet losses, etc. are rare events, which are often difficult to 
be estimated by the means of simulation. 

In this paper we propose an analytical method for carrier 
grade voice traffic evaluation over IEEE 802.16 system uplink 
transmission, considering the application of particular 
scheduling services. 

II. CARRIER GRADE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The most important features of queuing systems [7] and 
particularly those serving a superposition of independent 
sources [8], are the waiting time  and the packet losses PPL. 
In our case, the packet losses (the probability the buffer 
overflows a finite length) are closely approximated by the 
probability the infinite buffer contains more packets than 
given finite buffer length. This is particularly true when the 
system is not overloaded, as it is with the carrier grade VoIP 
systems. 

qt

The total delay time for IEEE 802.16 systems is defined 
with two components: 

dt

d MACt t tq= + , where MACt  is a time 
delay inherent to the MAC protocol, taking into account that 

 is independent of the traffic carried and depends upon 
the scheduling algorithm used. The case in which the numbers 
of connections, which are simultaneously in an active state 
(number of simultaneous talk spurts or bursts, when voice 
activity detection is supported) are more than the IEEE 802.16 
system can support, corresponds to the buferless burst-scale 
packet losses - 

MACt

ERP , and therefore some packets have to be 
stored in the buffer. 
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In order to meet the QoS requirements, the buffer size is 
restricted by the maximum allowable time delay , so 
that the corresponding queuing packet delay is: 

,maxdt

 
,max ,maxq d Mt t t= − AC            (1) 

 
Our aim is to dimension the IEEE 802.16 system for VoIP 

traffic, meeting the QoS requirements. We determine MACt

ax

 in 
dependence of the scheduling algorithm and knowing 
maximum permitted delay  we calculate  from 

Eq. (1) and the corresponding buffer size - k . In the next 
section, we present an analytical tool forming the relation 
connecting the buffer size k , the probability 

,maxdt ,mqt

PLP  of packet 
losses, the transmission capacity C  and the traffic load. 

III. FLUID-FLOW APPROACH APPLICATION 

We assume the voice packets tend to be of fixed size and 
generated by homogenous and independent traffic sources. 
Taking into account the fact the most of voice codecs support 
a voice activity detection (VAD) algorithm as a means of 
reducing average bit rate and enhancing overall coding quality 
of speech, thus the VoIP packet sources are ON-OFF sources 
with exponentially distributed state period durations -  and 

. The activity factor is , which 
together with the number of connections (calls)  and packet 
rate c  during source ON period forms the traffic load. 

onT

offT / ( )on on offT T Tα = +

N

We analyze the burst-scale queue state probability and 
corresponding packet delays and losses. We apply the “fluid-
flow” approach in a way similar to that used in [9], [10]. In 
order to simplify the traffic model, the aggregation of  
traffic flows is substituted by a single equivalent source 
having two states, as well (Fig. 1). 

N

The aggregate process is in the ON state when the number 
of active voice sources is more than  with a mean 
output packet rate . The equivalent source is in OFF state 

with a mean output rate  in case less than  voice 
source are active. The distributions of both the ON and OFF 
periods  and  of the equivalent source are modeled 
exponentially, as well. 

/n C c=
Eq
ONC

Eq
OFFT

Eq
OFFC n

Eq
ONT

The buffer overflow probability  for traffic process 
aggregated by multiplexing N independent sources and 
feeding buffer of length  is presented as [8]: 

( )Q k

k
 

 
Fig. 1.  State-space reduction for aggregate traffic 

1( ) . k
ERQ k P d +=          (2) 

 
From the burst-scale point of view, if more packet flows are 

active, the queue increases in size, because of the excess rate. 
The probability a packet to be an excess rate arrival is denoted 
by ERP . The value  of the decay rate is obtained by [9]: d

 
{1 1/ .( )} / {1 1/ .( )}Eq Eq Eq Eq

ON ON OFF OFFd T C C T C C= − − − −    (3) 
 
We need now expressions for , ,  and .  Eq

ONC Eq
OFFC Eq

ONT Eq
OFFT

The overall rate of bursts from the sources (subscriber 
stations –SSs) to BS is , and the overall 

offered burst traffic in terms of Erlangs is 

/ ( )B onN T Tλ = + off

.B onA Tλ= . 
Assuming a memoryless process for the arrival of packet 
flows, this situation is equivalent to a system modeled by 
Erlang’s waiting-call analysis. According to Erlang-C formula 
the probability a call (in our case a burst) to wait is 

. It could be also expressed by Erlang-B 
formula , which is easy calculated ([11], p. 257). 
According to Erlang’s model of waiting systems the mean 
queue length (“waiting” bursts) given the queue is then greater 
than zero (excess rate condition) – , and the 
excess rate itself is: 

( 0) ( , )CP E n> =
( , )BE n A

A

)

/ (qL A= )A−n

 
. . / (Eq

qONC C L c C Ac n A= + = + −        (4) 
 
Unconditioned mean queue length is  and 

applying Little’s theorem we have 

( 0). qL P L= >

.BL Wλ= , w ihere W  the 
mean delay for all offered calls (bursts). The mean delay for 
delayed (excess rate) burst only is the average duration of the 
state of excess rate, and is expressed as: 

s 

 
/ ( 0) / ( )Eq

onONT W P T n A= > = −     (5) 
 
The obvious relation  gives the 

following expression: 
/ ( ) ( 0)Eq Eq Eq

ON ON OFFT T T P+ = >

 
.(1 ( 0)) / ( 0)Eq Eq

OFF ONT T P P= − > >        (6) 
 
The mean packet rate upward to BS is obtained by: 
 

. . . / (m on onC c A c N T T T= = + )off  
 
It also holds: 
 

( 0). (1 ( 0)).Eq Eq
m ON OFFC P C P C= > + − >  

 
Therefore: 
 

( ( 0). ) / (1 ( 0))Eq Eq
mOFF ONC C P C P= − > − >         (7) 
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The probability ERP  of a packet to be an excess rate packet 
is: 

 
( ) / (Eq Eq Eq Eq

ER mON ON ON OFFP C C T C T T= − + )           (8) 
 
After substituting of Eqs. (4) to (7) in Eqs. (3) and (8), we 

obtain  and d ERP , and thus, we can determine the overflow 
probability Q(x). 

 
( 0) / ( )ER mP cP C C= > −                (9) 

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

We consider an IEEE 802.16 based backhaul network, in 
which time division duplexing mode (TDD) for data 
transmission is applied, and the physical layer is OFDM. 
Without loosing generality, we accept that all system 
bandwidth is allocated to voice services. The number of SSs 
connected to the BS is denoted as S, and for the purpose of the 
numerical experiment, an equal number of voice connections 
are associated with each of the SSs. We have also accepted 
the maximum packet delay and packet losses introduced by 
the IEEE 802.16 system to be 60 ms and 0.5 %, respectively 
[4]. 

In order to obtain reasonable quantitative results, we apply 
a PHY and MAC framework exactly as it is in [6]. The coding 
and modulation scheme accepted in [6] is BPSK modulation 
and channel coding rate of ½ at the PHY layer is the most 
reliable, but with fewer throughputs. 

A bit sequence with a rate  from an active source is 
packed every  second into a voice packet, and thus, the 
time to transmit a voice packet is given by: 

codR

codT

 
( ) /p cod cod head BS pT R T H R T= + + re  

 
where  is the PHY transmission rate in bit/s,  is 

the total packet header size at PHY and all upper layers and 
 is uplink burst preamble. 

BSR headH

preT

A fixed amount of time  in the UL subframe is 
allocated for contention-based transmission, initial ranging of 
SS connection and other functions. The time left is used for 
voice traffic (packet transmission and bandwidth request if 
applicable). For a single SS the time allowed to use per frame, 
depending on the scheduling scheme used, is given by: 

contT

 
( ) /rtPS

MAC cont BWrqT T T S T= − −  
 

ertPST = ( )UGS
MAC contT T T= − / S  

 
where  is the time for each request message. BWrqT
The transmission capacity  per SS, in dependence of the 

scheduling scheme used, is given by: 
C

 

.

rtPS
rtPS

p MAC

TC
T T

=    and   
.

ertPS
ertPS UGS

p MAC

TC C
T T

= =  

 
The packet rate c  per active voice source is 1/ codc T=  for 

all scheduling services and thus the maximum number  of 
simultaneous active connections is the following: 

n

 
.UGS UGS

codn C T⎢ ⎥= ⎣ ⎦  

 
.rtPS rtPS

codn C T=    and    .ertPS ertPS
codn C T=

 
It should be noted that ,  and  may not be 

integer values. 

UGSn rtPSn ertPSn

In polling services the packets are first stored in the SS 
buffer before the SS requests bandwidth. The resource request 
and grant process takes maximum 1 frame time and on 
average – half a frame. If the polling interval is 1 MAC frame 
for the rtPS, it holds rtPS

MACt = 1½ MACT

=

 for a substitution in Eq. 

(1). For the ertPS it holds ½ert
MACt PS

MACT . The buffer size, for 
a particular scheduling scheme used, is consequently given by 
the following expressions: 

 

,max.rtPS rtPS rtPS
qk t C=    and    ,max .ertPS ertPS ertPS

qk t C=

 
As we mentioned above, the coding and modulation scheme 

(CMS) applied is BPSK ½ and the main parameters for the 
analysis are:  = 6.91 Mbit/s;  = 312 μs;  = 

27.78 μs;  = 11.11 μs ad  = 48  onT  = 240 ; 

offT . = 400 codR  = 64 k  codT  = 20

BSR

pre

s; 

contT BWrqT

mT

 m

; B; s

b  ms

 heH

/s; . 
As a result of analysis, Fig. 2 depicts the packet loss 

probability PPL as a function of the number of voice 
connections N per SS, considering different polling services 
and coding rates. Results obtained from analytical research 
show the advantage of using ertPS polling service (which 
combines the simplicity of UGS and flexibility of the rtPS for 
supporting voice services with voice activity detection 
scheme), especially in case of low traffic load.  

 
Fig. 2.  Packet loss probability PPL as a function of the number of 

voice connections per SS, different polling services, and coding rates 
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V. CONCLUSION The same figure also depicts the advantages of using the 
more effective voice coding algorithm, based on recommend-
dation G.729. It is also of particular interest for us to 
investigate the influence of the MAC frame duration on the 
overall packet loss probability PPL. The significance of the 
results of this research under normal traffic load conditions 
can be seen on Fig. 3. 

The proposed analytical method is applicable for quick 
determination of the number of voice connections per SS, as 
the maximum admitted calls in a call admission control 
(CAC) procedure. 

The authors intend to extend the model, taking into account 
some additional details, such as packet generation during the 
silence periods due to availability of so called comfort noise. 

Because signal strength of the radio spectrum allocated for 
data transmission in IEEE 802.16 networks falls off sharply 
with distance from the base station (BS), the signal-to-noise 
ratio drops with distance, as well. For this reason, IEEE 
802.16 standard employs different coding and modulation 
schemes (CMS), depending on the distance between the SS 
and the BS. Based on this realization, the results of the 
evaluation of the number of admitted calls N for more realistic 
CMS than BPSK modulation, using more effective voice 
coding algorithm (G.729), are depicted on Fig. 4. 
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